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Announcements

•	 23	October	2013,	9.00am	to	1.00pm:	Workshop	for	Publishers:	 the	

Gothenburg	Book	Fair	and	 its	 impact	on	the	publishing	 industry	 in	

Sweden.	Register	now	–	Cost:	R150.	

•	 24	October,	5.00pm:	Launch	of 	Marikana	Photographic	Exhibition,	

Workers	Museum,	Newtown,	Johannesburg.

•	 ALL	 Jozi	 Book	 Fair	 EXHIBITOR	 queries:	 Please	 call:	 Nokuthaba	

Vundla:	011-336	9190	/084	3773009	or	email:	

							Nokuthaba.Vundla@khanyacollege.org.za	or	jbfqry@gmail.com

Editorial 
JBF at Gothenburg!

The Jozi Book Fair (JBF) is a guest at the Gothenburg Book Fair (GBF), currently 
taking place from 26-29 September, in Sweden. We set up a modest stall and 
experienced the GBF’s efficiency in action - logistics, technical, programme and 
friendly support. 

There are almost 1000 exhibitors and great authors participating at the Fair. With 
more than 3 800 seminars and exhibitor activities, every 48 seconds an event takes 
place. Many people and many books being sold at sale prices! 

While the first two days’ focus is on the publishing trade, the fair is open to the 
public with different prices to attend the exhibitions and the seminar programme. On 
Sunday there is free entrance to all seminars. 

For the JBF what is striking is the number of teachers, school principals, librarians 
and other professionals attending the fair. For instance, there are all kinds of 
librarians - for the blind, the youth, children, schools and archives. This is particularly 
because the local government supports the Fair and understands the importance of 
reading as an investment in people. Workers get time off and their seminar tickets 
paid for to enable them to participate in the Fair, and ultimately improve the quality 
of their services to communities. 

In Johannesburg we need the City’s support (and every city, town and village in 
South Africa), if we are to deepen the culture of reading in all our languages! 

Support! Jozi Book Fair is your fair! Join the movement of readers and writers!

Regards, 
Maria van Driel

“Read, read and read…” to build a literary culture
This is Dr. Iris Schwanck’s explanation for the major growth and development in the 
literary culture in Finland. Schwanck is the head of the Finnish International Literature 
Exchange (FILI), and also attended the Gothenburg Book Fair. In 2014 Finnish 
Literature is the focal country at the Frankfurt Book Fair in Germany.

Finland’s literary culture is relatively recent and reflects the importance of commitment 
and will. The first book in Finnish was only published in the 1870s. By the early 19th 
century, Finnish was largely spoken by poor and rural people.  The educated elite 
spoke Swedish. 

By the time of the Bolshevik Revolution (1917), Finland had been under czarist rule. 
Under Lenin, the Bolsheviks supported the right of nations to self-determination and 
Finland declared its independence on 6 December 1917. 

But, besides the gains of independence, it has been the organisation of a civic 
movement that has supported the development of Finnish literature and language. ‘It 
was interesting how the elite started learning Finnish and even changing their names’, 
Schwanck said.

FILI is a partner of the JBF and the first project has produced the translation of a 
children’s book, The Little Troll*, by Sari Vento, from Finnish into English. It will now 
be translated into four South African languages, namely Sesotho, isiZulu, Venda and 
XiTsonga. The project aims to make books accessible and affordable to children, to 
deepen the culture of reading. 

*The Little Troll will be available for children at an affordable price at the Jozi 
Book Fair.

Mother-tongue education in SA
At first glance, the use of mother tongue as a medium of instruction throughout 
schooling seems like an imminently sensible idea. Unfortunately, the dual reality of 
skills deficits and financial constraints soon intrudes and renders the idea unworkable 
in the real world.

The ideal would be to provide every subject from mathematics to science, history to 
art, in all the lingua franca of every school’s catchment area. In a multicultural country 
like South Africa, this is only rarely a single language, meaning that every school would 
require teachers in every subject and at every grade level who are fluent in each of the 
three, four or five home languages found in the surrounding area.



We need to divorce emotions from the issue of medium of instruction and not view it 
as a matter of dominance of one language over the other. We should devise solutions 
based on logic and practicality as opposed to sentiment and activism. Our limited 
resources could also be better employed if focused on improving the quality of 
teaching and teachers in the country.

The bottom line is that establishing an education system that has all official languages 
as media of instruction throughout schooling is beyond our means: we lack the 
financial resources, the skills and the expertise to implement such a system.

* A response to Brian Bakker by Mugabe Ratshikuni will appear in next week’s 
My Class, and the debate will continue at the Jozi Book Fair on 25 October 2013.

Author & self publisher: Shafinaaz Hassim
Shafinaaz Hassim is a South African 
author, poet and sociologist. She was born 
in Polokwane. Hassim completed a Master 
of Arts in Social Science at the University 
of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, she 
has lectured at the Department of Sociology 
at the University of the Witwatersrand and 
at the University of KZN in Durban. Her 
work focuses on political and gender bio-
narratives. Hassim is an activist fighting all 
forms of cultural stereotypes.

Hassim’s first book, “Daughters are 
Diamonds: Honour, Shame and Seclusion – 
A South African Perspective” was launched 
at the Cape Town Book Fair in 2007, her 
second book, “Memoirs For Kimya”, on 
Women’s Day at Museum Africa during the 
Jozi Book Fair in 2009. Hassim is the editor of “Belly of Fire: an anthology” (2011) and 
the author of a new novel called, “Sophia” (2012). 

“Sophia” is an important contribution to the debate on violence against women and 
children in South African society. As a trained sociologist, with a specific interest in 
women’s narrative, Hassim wrote the book keeping in mind the aim of taking the 
study of violence and oppression out of academic space and into communities. “The 
characters in the book are constructed of various interview data from stories of abuse”. 

Although the book’s main characters, Zarreen and Akram, a 30-something married 
couple, with three children, living in Johannesburg, could be seen as representing a 
‘typical Indian Muslim family’ it is a portrait of what happens in abusive marriages and 
relationships across all sections of South African society. Sophia is a love story, but 
not a romance novel, it is about loyalty, keeping skeletons in the closet and a woman 
who believes it is her social duty to keep silent for the sake of her children and her 
parents. It is a journey of compassion, hope and self-realisation. 

“I wrote this book for women, for men, and for future generations. I hope readers will 
realise the imprint abuse leaves on children.” 

* Hassim will be in Conversation, and will also discuss her experience of self-
publishing at the Jozi Book Fair.

ACTION SUPPORT CENTRE
Website: www.actionsupportcentre.co.za
Twitter:@ACTIONsupportcentre

The ACTION Support Centre (ASC) is the Africa regional hub of a global network of 
organisations and individuals committed to transforming conflict, ACTION for Conflict 
Transformation (ACTION). The ASC was established in 2002 on the basis of a mandate 
to set up a communications hub for the network members of ACTION Global. ASC 
is a strong network movement that amplifies the voices of communities and links 
them to policy makers at different levels through a focus on; human rights, capacity 
building, lobbying and advocacy, people to people solidarity, development, grassroots 
mobilisation, building organisations and movements, facilitating dialogue, training and 
initiating innovative forms of organising.

* Action Support Centre will be exhibiting at the Jozi Book Fair.

EXCLUSIVE BOOKS
Website: www.exclusivebooks.co.za
Twitter:  @exclusivescoza

Exclusive Books is a leading book retailer in South Africa and stocks a wide range 
of books, from fiction to art titles. In 1951, Philip and Pamela Joseph founded the 
very first Exclusive Books in a tiny second-hand bookshop in King George Street, 
Johannesburg. Marketed by word-of-mouth, it developed the reputation of knowing 
customers personallyand anticipating their reading needs. Today there are close 
to 49 shops covering all of South Africa’s cities, employing over 1000 staff, and 
stocking over 600,000 titles. There are even stores at three international airports - 

Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban. Memorable guest-speakers - from Spike 
Milligan to Archbishop Tutu, Frank Muir to Francois Pienaar have graced their stores. 
Famous customers like Nelson Mandela and Michael Jackson have found their 
favourite Exclusive Books. Half a century of offering South Africans all the reading 
matter that matters.

* Exclusive Books will exhibit at the Jozi Book Fair.

REMEMBER MARIKANA:

Photographic Exhibition Launch: 24 October at Workers Museum, Newtown, 
Johannesburg.

The Remember Marikana Photographic Exhibition is part of the Jozi Book Fair 2013 
and the Launch will take place on 24 October, at the Workers Museum, in Newtown, 
at 5pm. 

On August 16 2012, the Marikana massacre took place, a watershed moment in the 
new South Africa. The exhibition reminds us that this started out as a labour dispute, 
for increased wages. This year, as we mark the first anniversary of Marikana, there is 
new information about the South African Police Service withholding evidence from 
the Farlam Commission. The Commission was set up to investigate the massacre and 
while its work remains incomplete, the state refuses to support the costs of the legal 
team acting on behalf of the deceased mineworkers’ families. 

The Photographic Exhibition of the Marikana massacre includes photographs by 
Pulitzer prize-winning photographer, Greg Marinovich, and City Press photographers, 
Sebabatso Mosamo and Leon Sediki. This exhibition was initially held during the 
Fair in 2012 for two days only. The exhibition represents the collective efforts of the 
photographers and the Khanya College staff. 

The Remember Marikana Exhibition will run till 14 May 2014. Members of the 
public, and all citezens are encouraged to see the exhibition.

Book Review: Armed and Dangerous
From Undercover Struggle to Freedom
By Ronnie Kasrils
Publisher: Jacana (June 2013)

This insider’s account of the workings of Umkhonto 
weSizwe, the armed wing of the ANC, during the 
underground years, is a modern-day story of intrigue 
and cunning in the fight against apartheid. The author, 
Ronnie Kasrils, begins by describing his involvement 
with the South African Communist Party and the 
underground resistance within South Africa in the 
1950s and early 1960s. Following the arrests of 
Mandela and other ANC leaders, he fled into hiding 
overseas, became a commanders of Umkhonto 
weSizwe and was responsible for setting up training 
camps in Tanzania, Cuba and elsewhere. Kasrils 
became notorious as the “Red Pimpernel” as he slipped 
in and out of South Africa in a plethora of disguises 
to run secret missions, narrowly escaping arrest and 
detention in several close shaves with security forces. 
After the legalising of the ANC and SACP, he returned 
to Johannesburg to take up a position on the National 
Executive Committee.

The story culminates with the disastrous march on Bisho in the Ciskei homelands in 
September 1992, when police opened fire on the crowd that Kasrils was leading and 
a massacre ensued.

* Kasrils will be in Conversation at the Jozi Book Fair on 25-26 October 2013.
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